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ABSTRACT

1

Large-scale real-time analytics services continuously collect and
analyze data from end-user applications and devices distributed
around the globe. Such analytics requires data to be transferred
over the wide-area network (WAN) to data centers (DCs) capable of
processing the data. Since WAN bandwidth is expensive and scarce,
it is beneficial to reduce WAN traffic by partially aggregating the
data closer to end-users. We propose aggregation networks for performing aggregation on a geo-distributed edge-cloud infrastructure
consisting of edge servers, transit and destination DCs. We identify
a rich set of research questions aimed at reducing the traffic costs
in an aggregation network. We present an optimization formulation for solving these questions in a principled manner, and use
insights from the optimization solutions to propose an efficient,
near-optimal practical heuristic. We implement the heuristic in
AggNet, built on top of Apache Flink. We evaluate our approach
using a geo-distributed deployment on Amazon EC2 as well as
a WAN-emulated local testbed. Our evaluation using real-world
traces from Twitter and Akamai shows that our approach is able to
achieve 47% to 83% reduction in traffic cost over existing baselines
without any compromise in timeliness.

Real-time analytics is becoming increasingly important in areas
such as web and social media analytics, IoT analytics, video analytics, and energy analytics. Consequently, a number of distributed
stream processing systems [3, 12, 36, 37, 48, 72] have been developed
in recent times to enable analysis of large quantities of data streams
in real-time. The data streams for many of the above mentioned
application domains originate in a geographically distributed
manner. For example, large scale internet services such as Twitter
[63], Akamai [49] and Netflix [46] continuously collect data from
their users around the globe to analyze trending tweets, monitor
the QoS experience of their users, and so on. These analytics tasks
are often near-real-time in nature and hence, are delay sensitive.
Sending the raw data directly from the user devices to enterprise
cloud data centers (DCs) in order to minimize delay is a tempting
solution but highly impractical given the large data volumes. For
instance, Netflix gathers trillions of events and petabytes worth
of data per day spread across the globe [47], while Twitter sees
around 500 million tweets on a daily basis. In the IoT domain,
smart cities and smart power grids deploy thousands of sensors.
Readings from these sensors are generated at rates varying from
tens to thousands of samples per sensor per second [51]. These
readings are then required to be sent to the cloud DCs for analytical purposes. Since WAN bandwidth is highly expensive and
scarce [25, 28, 32, 34, 38, 54, 55, 67], it is important to reduce WAN
traffic between user (or IoT) devices and the cloud DCs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Cloud computing; • Information systems → Data analytics; Data streaming.
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Figure 1: Aggregation Networks. Data arrives at the edges
and is aggregated at the edges, transit DCs and destination
DCs for consumption by the analysts at the destination DCs.
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Enterprises are, thus, increasingly moving towards a geo-distributed edge-cloud infrastructure [25, 26, 38, 69] for performing such analytics as close to the user devices as possible. Each edge
server partially aggregates data streams from multiple user devices
and sends the partially aggregated data streams to the destination
DC for final aggregation leading to a reduction in the WAN traffic
from the edge to the destination DC. It is also possible to utilize
intermediate transit DCs [69] between the edge and destination
DCs to assist in aggregation, further reducing the traffic over WAN
links. As a concrete use-case, Akamai has a quarter-million CDN
edge servers deployed across the globe. Enterprises such as video
content providers use Akamai for streaming their video content
to their end-users. Akamai’s analytics services [2] allow content
providers to monitor Quality of Service (QoS) metrics such as video
quality and rebuffer rates in real-time to ensure the best quality of
experience for their end-users. This real-time monitoring can be
done by aggregating the QoS metrics arriving at the edge servers
and forwarding the aggregated information to the destination DCs.
The content provider often has a latency constraint (or delay budget) within which any degradation in QoS should be fixed. This
latency constraint is taken into account while deciding the amount
of aggregation to be performed at the edge servers. Twitter offers a
similar service [64].
In this work, we focus on performing continuous aggregation
over data streams. Aggregation forms a prominent part of any data
analytics system [10, 30, 71]. Some popular examples are the Reduce
operation in MapReduce [16], GroupBy clause in SQL and LINQ [40]
etc. These operations are building blocks in many typical analytical
queries, used to gain insights from mounds of data as well as to
reduce the data volumes involved in analytics [19, 20, 25, 38, 52, 53].
We propose aggregation networks to efficiently perform continuous aggregation on the distributed edge-cloud infrastructure.
An aggregation network can perform aggregation at edges, transits,
and destination DCs (see Figure 1). The goal would be to reduce the
WAN traffic between the edges and destination DCs, while meeting
the delay requirements of streaming analytics applications.
Aggregation networks have heterogeneity across multiple dimensions which leads us to a rich set of novel research questions. There
is heterogeneity in bandwidth availability and compute resources
across these networks. A less-studied aspect is the heterogeneity in
the traffic cost from one region to another. For example, on AWS, it
is 4.5 times costlier to transfer data out of Singapore than Virginia
[5]. This cost heterogeneity leads to a tradeoff between traffic cost
and traffic wherein the traffic cost could be reduced even at the
expense of higher traffic. Further, different queries have different
QoS requirements in terms of acceptable delay. This variation in
QoS requirements leads to a tradeoff between delay and traffic
wherein aggregation for a longer period of time at the edge (higher
delay) can lead to lower WAN traffic and traffic cost. Additionally,
these networks are highly dynamic, where node failures, bandwidth
congestion, and WAN outages are common.
These dimensions lead to a number of interesting questions. How
do we construct efficient and cost-effective aggregation networks? How
to orchestrate data movement and routing on these networks while
ensuring that the resource constraints and QoS requirements are satisfied? How to handle network and workload dynamism and failures?
Most importantly, while doing all this, how do we keep the traffic

cost low in these aggregation networks? In essence, aggregation
networks enable a rich tradeoff between delay, WAN traffic, and
cost, that we explore.
Our approach and key insights. We formulate an optimization
problem to explore these tradeoffs in a principled manner, and
derive several insights that can result in significant cost reduction
in aggregation networks. For instance, it is common to focus on
minimizing traffic ignoring the associated cost. But we find that
cost-agnostic traffic reduction can significantly inflate the traffic
cost. Additionally, although it is common in practice to route data
streams from the edges to their nearest DCs, we find that routing
the data streams to a common transit DC which may be further
away from the edges, can result in greater reduction of traffic and its
associated cost. At the same time, we show that simply selecting the
cheapest common transit for all the edges also does not necessarily
lead to minimum traffic cost. The optimal solution to the path
provisioning problem (i.e. which transit to select for each edge)
is non-trivial and depends on a variety of factors such as input
arrival rates at the edges, cost difference across various network
links, bandwidth availability, etc. The optimal solution may select
a combination of cheapest common transit for some edges and
nearest transits for the remaining edges. The other dimension of
an aggregation network is delay budgeting: how much aggregation
to perform at the edges vs. the transits. We show that performing
the entire aggregation at the first stage of aggregation, i.e. at the
edges, can be sub-optimal in comparison to splitting the amount
of aggregation between the edges and transit DCs. We use these
insights to design a practical, efficient and scalable heuristic that
can be deployed in a real-world network.
Systems
WANalytics [67], Iridium [54], Pixida [34],
Clarinet [66], Tetrium [29], Yugong [28]
Kimchi [50]
JetStream [55], AWStream [73], ApproxIoT
[69], Sana [32]
AggNet (our contribution)

Workload
Type
Batch

Cost
Aware
No

Batch
Streaming

Yes
No

Streaming

Yes

Table 1: Geo-distributed Data Analytics Systems
Relation to Prior Work. Table 1 compares our proposed work
with the existing geo-distributed data analytics systems. To the best
of our knowledge, no existing work has looked at minimizing the
traffic cost in aggregation networks for real-time geo-distributed
streaming workloads. Much of the existing work in geo-distributed
analytics [28, 29, 34, 54, 66, 67] has focused on batch processing
workloads, with the main goal of reducing WAN traffic1 . Existing
work on geo-distributed streaming analytics [25, 26, 32, 55, 69, 73]
has also primarily looked at reducing traffic from edge to the cloud
but we argue in this work that minimizing traffic does not always lead
to minimization of traffic cost. Kimchi [50] is a recent cost-aware geodistributed analytics system that only considers batch workloads,
and assumes that later stages do not contribute significantly to the
overall cost. This assumption may not work well for streaming
workloads, as we will show.
1 Works

such as Iridium [54] and Tetrium [29] discuss reducing the traffic cost but
assume a uniform cost across all network links, thus, essentially reducing the traffic.
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Research contributions. We study the problem of minimizing
the traffic cost across an aggregation network while satisfying the
resource constraints in the network as well as the delay sensitivity
of the aggregation queries. Our main contributions are:

include the Reduce operation in MapReduce [16], GroupBy in SQL
and LINQ [40] etc. Each record in the data stream is of the type (k, v):
key k and value v. For performing aggregation over a key-value
stream, all the records (k, vi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m belonging to the same
key k are grouped into an aggregate record (k, v 1 ⊕ v 2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vm ),
where v 1 , v 2 , · · · , vm are the values received for key k up to time T
and ⊕ is an application-defined associative binary operator. These
operators can range from simple operators such as sum or max to
more sophisticated operators like transforms and sketches (such as
HyperLogLog), and user-defined functions. In this work, we focus
on continuous aggregation at the destination DCs where the newly
arrived data record (k, v) is immediately aggregated into its key k’s
aggregated value to provide the most updated aggregated result for
the key k 2 .
As an example, in the context of Akamai Download Analytics
service, the analyst may be interested in the number of bytes successfully downloaded for each content provider in every location
(e.g. USA, Europe and Asia). In this case, the key would be a combination of content provider id and geographic location and the
value would be the number of bytes successfully downloaded for
the content provider from that location. The SQL statement for
such an aggregation query would look like:
SELECT LOCATION, CP_ID, SUM(BYTES_SUCCESS)
FROM Host.US, Host.EU, Host.Asia
GROUP BY LOCATION, CP_ID
TTL-based Aggregation. In this work, we employ Time-to-Live
(TTL)-based aggregation [38]: a recently proposed aggregation
model that provides a theoretical basis for modeling data aggregation in streaming analytics. This model employs a TTL aggregator
(inspired by TTL caches) that assigns a TTL value to each key in
the data stream. It holds and aggregates records belonging to each
key for a time period equal to the key’s TTL, as follows. Whenever
a record (k, v) arrives at the TTL aggregator, if an aggregate for
the key k currently does not exist in the aggregator (cache miss),
the key k is inserted into the aggregator along with its value v
and a timer equal to the key’s TTL is set. Until the timer counts
down to zero, all the records arriving at the TTL aggregator for
key k are aggregated into the existing record (cache hit). Once the
timer expires, the aggregated record is flushed out and the key k is
removed from the aggregator.
Aggregation Network. An aggregation network comprises the
multi-tiered edge-cloud topology as mentioned above (See an example network in Figure 1). Each edge, transit and destination in
the network has compute capacity which is utilized to deploy a
TTL-aggregator for aggregating the incoming data streams. This
network spans across a WAN environment and hence, there is massive heterogeneity in resource availability in WAN environments
such as WAN bandwidth. For instance, we measured the available
bandwidth between different AWS EC2 sites and found it to vary
between 20Mbps and 400Mbps. This variation is in line with the
findings from prior work [29, 32, 39]. More interestingly, the dollar cost for WAN traffic also varies from one region to another. A
portion of this cost variation taken from AWS [5] and Azure [7] is

• We identify the tradeoffs and opportunities for cost reduction
using an aggregation network comprising edge, transit and destination DCs.
• We formulate a mixed-integer non-linear optimization problem
(MINLP) to minimize the traffic cost subject to a delay budget
and resource constraints.
• We propose a fast, near-optimal and scalable heuristic, based
on the insights from the optimization. This heuristic can be employed in a real system and can be used to minimize the traffic
cost at a fine-grained level in a dynamic environment where both
the resource availability and workloads are dynamic.
• We implement the proposed heuristic in AggNet, a prototype we
built on top of Apache Flink, a popular stream analytics system.
• We extensively evaluate our approach using a real geo-distributed
deployment on Amazon EC2 data centers as well as a WANemulated local testbed. Our evaluation uses both synthetic and
real world traces from Akamai and Twitter. The proposed technique shows 47% to 83% reduction in traffic cost over existing
baselines without any compromise in timeliness.

2

BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

System Model. We consider a multi-tiered edge-cloud topology
[69] (as in Figure 1) consisting of:
• Edges. Edge servers are located nearest to the user devices. Each
user device sends its data to the nearest edge server. Each edge
server aggregates the data coming from multiple user devices
and forwards the aggregated data stream to one or more transits.
• Transits. Transit DCs aggregate data streams coming from the
edge servers and forward it to the destination DCs. Transit DCs
could either be full-fledged regional cloud DCs or micro-clouds.
• Destinations. These are full-fledged cloud DCs which are the
final destinations where all the data originating from the user
devices is aggregated, analyzed and consumed by the analytics end-users (e.g., for identifying trends or for taking business
critical decisions).
In this work, we consider a general setting where the results of a
query may be needed at multiple destination DCs and where each
destination DC may request data from all or a subset of edges based
on the requirements of the analytics consumers. This redundancy
may be needed to provide better reliability as well as lower latency
of access to consumers distributed across the globe.
Stream Processing Model. Stream processing systems can be
broadly classified into two categories based on their computational
model: the dataflow model [4, 12, 45] and the bulk-synchronous
parallel (BSP) model [13, 31, 72]. In this paper, we focus on the
dataflow model where data streams flow continuously from one or
more data sources into the system. Each record in the data stream is
processed and transformed by a set of stream operators. However,
our proposed techniques are not limited to the dataflow model, and
can be applied to the BSP model also without any change.
Data Aggregation. Aggregation is a widely-employed operation
within any analytics system [10, 30, 71]. Some prominent examples

2 This

encompasses windowed grouped aggregation which aggregates records within
pre-defined time windows (window length could vary from minutes to hours to days).
In such a case, the current window will be continuously updated to reflect the most
updated aggregated result for any key.
3
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an average of λT other records that are “hits” within the timer
expiration window of length T that follows. In this work, TTL is
the maximum aggregation delay (τ ) incurred by any record. We
multiply the outgoing traffic per record (µ) by the input arrival rate
λ to get the aggregated stream rate (λaдд ).

shown in Table 2. As seen from this table, it can be 8x costlier to
move the same amount of data out of SA Brazil site than US West
site on AWS.
AWS
Dest
Orig
US West
Australia
AP India
SA Brazil
Dest
Orig
US West
Australia
AP India
SA Brazil

US West
0
0.14
0.086
0.16

Australia
0.02
0
0.086
0.16
Azure Cloud

AP India

SA Brazil

0.02
0.14
0
0.16

0.02
0.14
0.086
0

λaдд (λ, τ ) = µ(λ, τ ) · λ =

Australia

AP India

SA Brazil

0
0.12
0.12
0.181

0.087
0
0.12
0.181

0.087
0.12
0
0.181

0.087
0.12
0.12
0

(2)

This provides a theoretical basis 5 to capture the tradeoff between
delay and traffic, which we use in our problem formulation6 .

3

US West

λ
1 + λτ

OPPORTUNITIES AND TRADEOFFS

In this section, we use simple examples to illustrate the tradeoffs and
identify the opportunities for traffic cost reduction in aggregation
networks7 . In all examples, assume that all results are sent to all
the destinations.
Tradeoff between traffic cost and traffic. While minimizing traffic is considered to be a critical goal by many providers, the cost
heterogeneity among different links might lead to a traffic-cost
tradeoff. To illustrate, consider the aggregation network shown in
Figure 2: it consists of three edges, two transits and two destinations, with the cost for each link as indicated in the figure. Assume
delay budget to be 100 ms and the entire aggregation happens at
the transits.

Table 2: Cost of data transfer in AWS and Azure Cloud (in $
per GB). Orig: Origin, Dest: Destination.
Metrics. While there can be several metrics of interest: cost, network traffic, energy consumption, etc., here, we focus on the following key metrics that are critical for executing an analytics query
on an aggregation network.
• Traffic and Traffic cost. Traffic is the number of records per
second transmitted over the entire aggregation network, while
traffic cost is the cost per second incurred in transmitting traffic
over the entire aggregation network.
• Delay. The delay of a record is the time lag between receiving that
record at the edge and the first time this record is incorporated
into (i.e., contributes to) the aggregate result at the destination3 .
Since we are considering streaming analytics, it is critical to get
the results of an analytics query with low delay4 .
• Delay Budget. We define delay budget for a query to be the
maximum tolerable delay for any record used by that query. That
is, in order to satisfy the delay budget of a query, each record
should get aggregated into the final aggregates for the query at
the destination within < delay_budдet > time duration. Delay
budget is generally specified by the analyst based on the specific
requirements of the application.
Aggregated Stream Rate. We derive the aggregated stream rate
(outgoing traffic) out of a TTL-aggregator deployed at any edge or
transit in the following manner: the TTL-based aggregation model
[38] defines the outgoing traffic per record (µ) as a function of input
arrival rate (λ) and TTL (T ).
1
µ(λ,T ) =
(1)
1 + λT
Equation 1 says that for every cache miss, there will be λT cache
hits that follow, before the aggregated record is flushed from cache
and sent out over the outgoing link. This makes intuitive sense
since a record that is inserted into cache as a “miss” will receive

Figure 2: Aggregation network with cost heterogeneity.
Now consider two possible transit-to-edge assignments based
on this network, shown in Table 3. Assignment 1 minimizes traffic
but incurs higher traffic cost while Assignment 2 minimizes traffic
cost but incurs higher traffic as it selects cheaper transits8 . Thus,
we note that selecting cheaper transits may be helpful in reducing
the traffic cost even at the expense of higher traffic.
Transit selection for each edge. Traditionally traffic from an
edge is routed to the nearest transit. While this may be beneficial
for locality, it may result in sub-optimal cost for the aggregation
5 The

insights presented in this work are also applicable to other aggregation models
such as the windowed grouped aggregation [70]. But these models do not have a
theoretical basis for trading off delay with traffic. Therefore, for such models, we would
need to perform empirical measurements for approximating the tradeoff between delay
and traffic.
6 Although the theoretical model assumes the record arrivals to be Poisson in nature,
the aggregation model works well in practice even for non-Poisson arrivals [38].
7 Note that the examples are specifically constructed to illustrate the tradeoffs, but the
insights apply to real-world scenarios (as shown later).
8 Traffic and Traffic cost are computed using Equation 2 and unit cost multipliers in
this section. As an example, the traffic cost for Assignment 2 in Table 3 is computed
10+5
10
as: 10 ∗ 1 + 10 ∗ 1 + 5 ∗ 1 + 1+0.1∗(10+5)
∗ 2 ∗ 1 + 1+0.1∗10
∗ 2 ∗ 2 = 57

3 Note that even though each record is not sent individually to the destination, it will
always be incorporated into an aggregate that reaches the destination.
4 We focus only on aggregation delay as it is a direct consequence of aggregation, and
do not consider network delay since it is just a constant and the delay budget could be
easily adjusted to include it.

4
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Assignment 1
Minimize traffic
Oregon ⇒ Virginia
Seoul ⇒ Virginia
Sydney ⇒ Virginia
39
79

Goal
Transits
selected
Traffic
Traffic cost

SEC ’21, November-December, 2021, San Jose, CA

Assignment 2
Minimize traffic cost
Oregon ⇒ Virginia
Seoul ⇒ Singapore
Sydney ⇒ Virginia
47
57

Amount of aggregation at edge vs. transit. Traditionally, pushing as much aggregation towards the edge is considered beneficial
for reducing network traffic. However, given an end-to-end delay
budget (the delay tolerance for the application), there is a tradeoff
in terms of how much aggregation should be performed at each
tier, as doing more aggregation results in higher delay (Equation 2).
Consider another aggregation network similar to Figure 2 but having six edges instead of two, and a uniform cost for all the links ($1
per record). Assume a delay budget of 500 ms. Suppose we perform
partial aggregation at each edge: we define β to be the fraction
of aggregation performed at each edge (thus, (1 − β) is the fraction at each transit), so that β = 0 (resp., 1) corresponds to all the
aggregation being performed at the transits (resp., edges). Figure

Table 3: Cheaper transits can reduce the traffic cost.
network (given the delay constraint). Consider the aggregation network in Figure 3 consisting of 3 edges, 3 transits, and 3 destinations.
Here, two edges (Seoul and Singapore) have co-located transits, and
thus, zero traffic cost to these local transits. Assume delay budget

Figure 3: Aggregation network with some co-located edges
and transits.

Figure 4: Variation of Traffic cost with β . Distributing the
amount of aggregation between the edge and transit may help
reduce the traffic cost.

to be 200 ms and the entire aggregation happens at the transits.
Consider three transit-to-edge assignments based on this network, shown in Table 4. Here, Assignment 1 selects the nearest
transit for each edge (where available) and Assignment 2 selects
the cheapest common transit for all edges. Assignment 3 selects
a combination of nearest (for the Singapore edge) and common
(non-local for the Oregon and Seoul edges) transits that results in
lowest traffic cost among the three assignments. The reason for this
cost reduction is as follows. There are two parts to the traffic cost:
edge-transit cost and transit-destination cost. The edge-transit cost
is minimized by allocating the co-located/nearest transit to each
edge while the transit-destination cost is minimized by allocating
a common transit to multiple edges, even if it is non-local. Hence,
depending on the exact values of these two costs, the optimal solution may select a common transit for some edges, while choosing a
co-located transit for other edges.
Transit selection
strategy
Transits selected

Edge-Transit cost
TransitDestination cost
Total cost

Assignment 1
Nearest Transit
Oregon ⇒ Virginia
Seoul ⇒ Seoul
Singapore (SG)⇒ SG
20
190

Assignment 2
Cheapest Common
Transit
Oregon ⇒ Virginia
Seoul ⇒ Virginia
SG ⇒ Virginia
310
14

Assignment 3
Hybrid:
Common
and Nearest Transit
Oregon ⇒ Virginia
Seoul ⇒ Virginia
SG ⇒ SG
70
115

210

324

185

4 plots the total traffic cost along with the edge-transit cost and
transit-destination cost as the value of β is varied. It can be seen
from this figure that as β increases, the edge-transit cost decreases
while the transit-destination cost increases. This shows that there
is a tradeoff between the edge-transit cost and transit-destination
cost with respect to β and the optimal value of β that minimizes
total traffic cost depends on this tradeoff. Hence, we conclude that
distributing the amount of aggregation between the edge and transit
may help reduce the traffic cost.

4

ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRUCTING
AGGREGATION NETWORKS

To explore the tradeoffs illustrated above, we consider the problem
of constructing aggregation networks that minimize the traffic
cost while obeying the delay budget and resource constraints. We
first formulate the problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Program
(MINLP) and solve the problem using a constraint solver (§ 4.1).
Since this approach is not practical, we use the insights gained from
the optimization to derive efficient near-optimal heuristics (§ 4.2).

4.1

Optimization Formulation and Solution

Constructing an aggregation network involves solving two subproblems: (1) path provisioning: determining what edge-transit
and transit-destination links to use, and (2) delay budgeting: how
much aggregation to perform at each edge and transit. Our objective

Table 4: Selecting a combination of common and nearest
transits may reduce the traffic cost.
5
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is to construct a network that minimizes the total traffic cost for
sending the data from the edges to all the destinations via transits
with a delay budget of K seconds9 .
Item
Set of edges
Set of transits
Set of destination
Set of keys
Indicator function
Cost for sending a record from edge i to transit j
Cost for sending a record from transit j to destination k
Delay budget
Fraction of delay budget allocated to each edge for key n
Arrival rate (in records/sec) of key n arriving at edge i
Available bandwidth (in records/sec) from edge i to transit j
Available bandwidth (in records/sec) from transit j to destination k
Binary variable for selecting transit j for sending key n from
edge i to destination k
Outgoing data rate for key n from edge i to transit j
Outgoing data rate for key n from transit j to destination k

The optimization formulation above is a mixed integer non-linear
program (MINLP) with a linear objective function and non-linear
constraints. The objective function (Equation 3) sums over the
traffic cost (COST (βn )) of each key n. As shown in Equation 4,
COST (βn ) has two components: the first term denotes the edgetransit traffic cost for key n over all the edge-transit links (i, j) while
the second term denotes the transit-destination traffic cost of key
n over all the transit-destination links (j, k). Constraint 5 ensures
that there is only one transit selected for each edge-destination
pair for each key. Constraint 6 computes the outgoing data rate for
each key on each edge-transit link. It uses an indicator function I
to decide whether a key should be sent from an edge to a transit.
Constraint 7 computes the outgoing data rate for each key on
each transit-destination link. Constraints 6 and 7 are derived using
Equation 2. Both these constraints are non-linear because of the
non-linear relationship between the amount of data reduction, the
incoming data rate and the aggregation delay (TTL). Constraints
8 and 9 ensure satisfying the bandwidth constraint on every edgetransit and transit-destination link respectively.

Notation
E
T
D
N
I
c isj
t
c jk
K
βn
λ in
bisj
t
b jk
pinjk
µ inj
n
y jk

Table 5: Notation used in the optimization formulation.

min
s.t., COST (βn ) =
Õ
j

Õ

COST (βn )

n
ÕÕ
s n
ci j µi j
j
i

+

ÕÕ
k

j

(3)
c tjk y njk

∀n ∈ N

pinjk = 1 ∀i ∈ E, k ∈ D, n ∈ N

λni
∀i ∈ E, j ∈ T , n ∈ N
µ inj = I (Ík p n >0)
i jk
1 + λn β n K
Í n n i
i pi jk µ i j
Í n n
y njk =
∀j ∈ T , k ∈ D, n ∈ N
1 + i pi jk µ i j (1 − βn )K
Õ
µ inj ≤ bisj ∀i ∈ E, j ∈ T

(4)
(5)
(6)

Figure 5: Growth of solution time for the optimization
model with network size. The optimization model is impractical and unscalable for a real system deployment.

(7)

4.1.1 Computational Efficiency of Optimization. The optimization
model can be understood to jointly solve for two sets of variables:
the path provisioning variables pinjk and the delay budgeting variable βn . Note that the path provisioning and delay budgeting variables are affected by each other and cannot be solved independently.
The resulting joint optimization involves solving an MINLP and is
hence inefficient. Figure 5 shows how the time required to solve
the optimization grows with the network size. For a realistic aggregation network of 8 edges, 5 transits, and 3 destinations, it takes
more than 45 minutes to find the optimal solution for one key. For
another aggregation network of 19 edges, 11 transits and 3 destinations, the optimization did not find the optimal solution even
after running for 10 hours. A real streaming workload may have
hundreds and thousands of keys with different arrival rates and
different origins (i.e. different keys will have different arrival rates
at different edges). Furthermore, the arrival rates may vary with
time [21, 59] as well as the resource availability such as network
bandwidth may vary significantly across time (every few mins) in

(8)

n

Õ
n

y njk ≤ b tjk

pinjk ∈ {0, 1}

∀j ∈ T , k ∈ D

∀i ∈ E, j ∈ T , k ∈ D, n ∈ N

0 ≤ βn ≤ 1

∀n ∈ N

(9)
(10)
(11)

We formulate our optimization in the following manner. The
notation used in the formulation is described in Table 5. c isj , c tjk , K,
and λni are inputs to the problem. pinjk is a binary variable that
indicates the path taken by key n from the edges to destinations
via the transits, solving the path provisioning sub-problem, while
βn decides how to split the delay budget for key n among the edges
and transits, solving the delay budgeting sub-problem.
9 For

simplicity, we assume end-results to be replicated across all the destinations,
though in practice, replication would be done across a subset, and the ideas explored
here will still apply.
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a WAN environment [55, 68, 73]. Hence, it is desirable to solve the
path provisioning and delay budgeting problem frequently (every
few mins) on a per-key level rather than on the aggregate level, in
order to find accurate optimal solution. Therefore, to be able to do
this in practice, we turn to more efficient heuristics based on the
insights provided by the optimization results.

using the common transit for that edge. If yes, then assign the
edge to its co-located transit.
Using the above path provisioning process, the heuristic determines
the traffic cost COST (βn ), for a given fixed value of βn . Now it
iteratively finds the best value of βn using a hill-climbing algorithm
[57]. Specifically, it starts by initializing βn = β 0 , where β 0 can
be any value between 0 and 1. In each iteration, it increments (or
decrements) the value of βn by step size γ , if doing so decreases the
cost. At any iteration, if the cost cannot be decreased any further by
moving to βn +γ or βn −γ , a minimum is reached and the heuristic
stops.

4.2

iCAPP: A Practical Heuristic Approach

We generated the optimization results for real traces using a real
testbed (the traces and testbed are described in more detail in §6)
and the results confirm the tradeoffs discussed in §3. We use the
results of the optimization to extract the following insights that we
use in formulating our heuristic.
• Cheaper transits are preferred over costlier transits for cost reduction.
• A common transit for multiple edges helps in reducing the transitdestination cost while a co-located transit for an edge helps in
reducing the edge-transit cost. The optimal solution may select a
combination of common transit for some edges and co-located
transits for the remaining edges to minimize the total traffic cost.
• Allocating the entire delay budget to (performing full aggregation at) either the edge or transit may be sub-optimal, and the
minimum cost is achieved at some value 0 ≤ βn ≤ 1 of the delay
budget distribution between edge and transit for a given key n.
In summary, the exact set of transits selected by the optimization
model along with the exact delay budget split between edge and
transit is dependent on a variety of factors such as input arrival
rates, presence of co-located transits, cost difference across various
edge-transit and transit-destination links, and available resources
such as bandwidth availability.
In addition to the insights provided by the optimization results,
we also observe that the traffic costs used in practice by major cloud
providers such as AWS [5], Azure[7] and Google Cloud [23] are
origin-based. That is, the cost of sending the data from an origin to
any destination is the same. This can also be seen in Table 2. We use
this observation along with the insights given by the optimization
results to propose a heuristic that we call Iterative Cost-Aware
Path Provisioning (iCAPP).
Instead of jointly finding the optimal solution to delay budgeting
(βn ) and path provisioning (pinjk ), our proposed heuristic takes an
iterative approach to reduce the solution space (See Heuristic 1 for
the pseudocode). For a given value of βn , the heuristic solves the
path provisioning problem in the following manner:
(1) For each transit, compute the sum of the unit traffic costs from
this transit to all the destinations.
(2) Sort the transits in the increasing order of the sum computed in
Step 1. If there is a tie between two or more transits, then sort the
tied transits in the decreasing order of the total incoming arrival
rate at each transit’s co-located edges. Repeat the following until
no edge is left unassigned to any transit.
(a) Select the next transit (i.e. the cheapest) from the sorted list of
transits. Assign this transit as the common transit for as many
unassigned edges as feasible given the transit’s bandwidth
constraints.
(3) For each edge with a co-located(local) transit, check if assigning
the co-located transit will reduce the total cost compared to

Heuristic 1: Iterative Cost-Aware Path Provisioning
(iCAPP)
Result: Path variables pinjk and delay budget split β n
∀i ∈ E, j ∈ T , k ∈ D, n ∈ N
foreach key n ∈ N do
βn ← β0
∆CO ST = ∞
while ∆CO ST > 0 do
Tsor t ed ← sor t _by_cost (T )
Eunal l oc at ed ← E
while Eunal l oc at ed , ϕ do
e ← Eunal l oc at ed [0]
t ← Tsor t ed [0]
if t has available bandwidth then
Route e through t
Eunal l oc at ed ← Eunal l oc at ed − e
else
Tsor t ed ← Tsor t ed − t
for e ∈ E do
if e has local transit tl oc al & tl oc al reduces
CO ST (β n ) then
Route e through tl oc al
βpr ev = β n
if CO ST (β n + γ ) < CO ST (β n − γ ) then
βn = βn + γ
else
βn = βn − γ
∆CO ST = CO ST (βpr ev ) − CO ST (β n )

Note that we compute this heuristic on a per-key level i.e. for
each key, we select the βn and set of transits. This heuristic is very
efficient and can be practically employed in dynamic environments
where the transit selection and βn may need to be re-computed
based on changes in workloads and resource availability (§6.7).
Convergence of iCAPP. The hill-climbing algorithm in iCAPP
can theoretically get stuck in a local minimum which may not be a
global minimum. We use hill-climbing with random restarts (restarting R times randomly selecting an initial βn ) which is considered to
give a reasonably good solution after a small number of iterations
[57](§6.7).

5

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the proposed heuristic in a system we call AggNet,
on top of Apache Flink [12], a popular stream processing engine.
Apache Flink uses dataflow model [4] for its computations (§2). AggNet (See Figure 6) has a global manager which runs in one site and
interacts with the site managers running at each aggregation site for
7
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Edges

Virginia, Oregon, Ireland, Tokyo, Seoul, Mumbai, Sydney, Sao Paulo
Transits
Virginia, Ireland, Tokyo, Sydney, Sao Paulo
Destinations California, Frankfurt, Singapore

fetching the most up-to-date arrival rates and resource availability.
A Flink cluster runs at each edge, transit and destination. Each edge

Table 6: Aggregation network used for evaluation.

Origin

Cost (in
$
per
GB)

Virginia, Tokyo Seoul
Oregon,
Ireland
0.02
0.09
0.08

Mumbai

Sydney Sao
Paulo

0.086

0.14

0.16

Table 7: Cost of data transfer in AWS (origin-based).

persistent (for a period △p ), it recomputes the path provisioning
matrix for each key. If the estimated traffic cost using new path provisioning matrix is lower than that of the current path provisioning
matrix by a threshold (△c ), the new path provisioning matrix are
communicated to each site manager.
Adaption to variability in bandwidth availability. In scenarios where the available bandwidth to and from a transit changes
beyond a certain threshold (△b ), the optimizer recomputes the path
provisioning matrix and delay budget splits for all the keys and
communicates them to each site manager.
Fault tolerance. Each aggregation site uses the default fault tolerance mechanism provided by Flink wherein it periodically checkpoints its processing state. This allows it to restore its execution
from the last checkpointed state upon recovering from failures.
Flink provides exactly-once consistency guarantees for stateful
computations [11].

Figure 6: AggNet Architecture
and transit perform aggregation using the TTLAggregation operator [38]. The global manager also comprises an optimizer module
for computing the path provisioning matrix and delay budget split
(β) for each key.
Arrival Rate Tracking. Each edge has an arrival rate tracker
which continuously tracks the arrival rates of incoming keys. This
information is shared with the global arrival rate tracker running
at the global manager (❶).
Bandwidth Monitoring. Each edge and transit has a bandwidth
monitor for measuring the available bandwidth at its site, periodically (every few minutes) as in [54] and shares this information
with the global bandwidth monitor running at the global manager
(❷).
Optimizer. The global manager has an optimizer module which
periodically receives the arrival rate and bandwidth availability information from the global arrival rate tracker and global bandwidth
monitor. It then computes the path provisioning matrix and delay
budget split β for each key and shares them with each site manager
for performing aggregation in the desired manner (❸). We use
the mlrose [24] library to implement the hill-climbing algorithm in
iCAPP.
Adaptation to dynamic workloads. Since the arrival rates for
each key will vary depending on various factors such as time of the
day, occurrence of any special event etc., AggNet recomputes the
path provisioning matrix and delay budget split for a key if its arrival rate changes beyond a threshold (△λ ). Sometimes, the changes
in arrival rates can be transient and hence, AggNet adapts at two
different time scales: first, it only recomputes the delay budget split
for a key since changes in delay budget split does not require any
changes to the path of the aggregated data streams and can be
easily done at each site. Second, if the changes in arrival rates are

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate AggNet using a network (Table 6) consisting of 8
edges, 5 transits, and 3 destinations, based on AWS site locations. As
mentioned in §5, a Flink cluster runs on each of the edge, transit and
destination sites. We run a data streamer locally on each edge site
to generate raw input data streams which are sent to the respective
edge clusters.
Each edge site continuously ingests the incoming data stream
from its local data streamer, performs aggregation using the TTLAggregation operator and then forwards the (partially) aggregated
data to the transits as decided by the optimizer. Each transit receives
the individual streams from the edges, performs aggregation using
the TTLAggregation operator and then forwards the aggregated
data to the destinations as decided by the optimizer. Each destination receives individual streams from the transits, performs a final
aggregation and then saves the final results into a database.
We demonstrate the effectiveness and practicality of the proposed approach through a real deployment of AggNet on two
testbeds.
AWS EC2 Testbed. We use 11 AWS EC2 geographically distributed
sites [5] for our experiments. At each site, we use one t2.xlarge
instance type. The edge, transit and destination sites are chosen
based on the aggregation network mentioned above. The available
8
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WAN bandwidth data between any two EC2 sites follows similar
trend as in [39].
Emulated Testbed. We also run our experiments on a local 11node testbed which emulates the WAN bandwidth characteristics
measured across the AWS EC2 sites. Each site is allocated one node
for running the Flink job. Each node is a 6-core Intel(R) Xeon CPU
E5-2620 v3 @ 2.40GHz. All nodes are connected by a 1Gbps ethernet.
We emulate WAN characteristics using Linux tc utility [41].
Experiments in §6.3 use AWS testbed while other experiments use
the emulated testbed.
Cost Structure. We consider the dollar costs for traffic from AWS
[5] as shown in Table 7.
Evaluation Metrics. As explained in §2, we measure and compare
the traffic and traffic cost for different approaches. We ensure that
delay budget is satisfied in all the experiments.

provisioning baseline with each delay budgeting baseline for comparison with our proposed heuristic iCAPP. For path provisioning,
we consider the following baselines:

6.2

• Nearest transit selection (NTS) selects the nearest transit for
each edge based on edge-transit latency. If the nearest transit
is unable to serve its edge due to resource constraints, the next
nearest transit is selected for that edge.
• Common Transit Selection (CTS) selects a common transit
(at random) for all the edges. If no transit is able to serve all the
edges due to resource constraints, then we allocate as many edges
to it as feasible based on its resource constraints, and iteratively
pick another common transit for the remaining edges.
• Cheapest Common Transit Selection (CCTS) selects the cheapest common transit for all the edges. Resource constraints are
met as in CTS, except transits are picked in increasing order of
their cost.

Datasets and Queries

For delay budgeting, we consider:

We use real as well as synthetic datasets to evaluate our proposed
approach. For real datasets, we use a trace consisting of anonymized
beacon logs from Akamai’s download analytics service, and the
real tweet data from Twitter. For synthetic datasets, we generate
records for a group of keys where the arrivals for each key follow
Poisson distribution.
Twitter Trace. We use the Twitter Streaming APIs [65] to collect
real tweet data from Twitter for three days during the month of
December 2015. It consists of approximately 12 million tweets.
Each tweet in the trace contains information such as name, gender,
age, location of the user along with actual tweet contents. We
show results for the popular word count query which computes the
frequency of each word appearing in tweets. Similar conclusions
hold for other queries such as the trending topics query which
computes the frequency of tweets grouped by topic but omitted
due to space constraints.
Akamai Trace. We use a month-long trace from Akamai’s
download analytics service [1]. Content providers consume this service for collecting information such as the popularity of a particular
content, the download performance experienced by the end users,
the type of devices used for downloading, the number of successful
complete downloads, and so on. The trace contains anonymized
information about the content provider, user’s geography and IP
address, download start time, url, content size, number of bytes
downloaded, server’s geography. Traffic sizes, time durations etc,
are normalized for ensuring confidentiality in our experiments. We
consider the query which computes the total number of bytes downloaded grouped by content provider id and last mile bandwidth.
Synthetic Traces. We also generate synthetic traces assuming
Poisson arrivals for each key. We vary the arrival rates for keys
from 0.05 to 10 records per second. Relevant details are provided
with the experiments where these traces are used.
Wherever applicable, we distribute the data records across the
edge sites based on their geographic location associated with the
record (or tweet).

6.3

• Entire Aggregation at Edge (EAE) allocates the entire delay
budget to each edge, resulting in no aggregation at the transits
(β = 1).
• Entire Aggregation at Transit (EAT) allocates the entire delay
budget to each transit, resulting in no aggregation at the edges
(β = 0).
• Partial Aggregation at Edge (PAE) allocates β portion of delay
budget to each edge and the remaining (1 − β) to each transit.
We set β = 0.5 for this baseline.
Relation to existing state-of-the-art. In the above set of heuristics, NTS-EAE and CTS-EAE represent state-of-the-art on geodistributed streaming analytics which includes JetStream [55], AWStream [73] and ApproxIoT [69]. These works are cost-agnostic
and send the data stream from the edge to its nearby transit or to a
common DC from where the results are sent to other DCs wherever
they are needed. Moreover, they try to do maximum aggregation
at the first level i.e. the edges. Note that the CCTS-PAE heuristic is
not derived from prior work but is based on our insights presented in
§3 that cheap, common transits and distribution of the delay budget
between edge and transit may assist in reducing the traffic cost in an
aggregation network.
Parameter settings for iCAPP. iCAPP always utilizes the optimal
β computed using Heuristic 1 discussed in §4.2. We set number of
random restarts R = 0 and step size γ = 0.05 for the hill-climbing
algorithm in iCAPP (See §6.7 for details).
Wherever applicable, we show results as an average of 5 runs,
plotted with 95% confidence intervals.
Twitter Trace. We use delay budget equal to 30 seconds for this
trace. Figures 7 (a) and 7 (b) shows the overall comparison of various
aggregation approaches for the Twitter trace. We can see that iCAPP
results in 72% to 83% reduction in traffic cost as compared to CTS
while 47% - 53% reduction in traffic cost as compared to NTS. This
is because both CTS and NTS are cost-agnostic and hence, end up
selecting costlier transits such as Sao Paulo, resulting in higher
traffic cost. On the other hand, we note that iCAPP results in 23%
to 42% reduction in traffic cost as compared to CCTS. This is due
to the fact that while CCTS and iCAPP both select the cheapest
common transit (Virginia), iCAPP further optimizes the traffic cost
by selecting a more accurate delay budget split β. In terms of traffic

Baseline System Comparison

We consider one set of baseline heuristics for path provisioning
and another set for delay budgeting. We then combine each path
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also, iCAPP results in 13% to 48% reduction as compared to other
approaches. Across all approaches, iCAPP simultaneously results in
the minimum traffic cost as well as the minimum traffic since it
attempts to jointly perform transit provisioning as well as finding the
best β for distributing the delay budget between edge and transit.

(a) Traffic Cost

(b) Traffic

Figure 8: Traffic cost and traffic incurred by iCAPP (normalized
by the corresponding metric incurred by optimization model)
for Akamai and Twitter traces for different aggregation networks. iCAPP is able to achieve near-optimal performance in all
scenarios.
(a) Twitter - Traffic Cost

(b) Twitter - Traffic

6.4

Impact of β and Transit Selection

Taking the same aggregation network as in §6.3 and using Twitter
trace, we analyze the following:

(c) Akamai - Traffic Cost

(d) Akamai - Traffic

Figure 7: Baseline comparison for Twitter and Akamai Traces.
Lower is better. Normalized by NTS-EAE for respective traces.
Across all aggregation approaches, iCAPP simultaneously leads
to least traffic cost and least traffic.

(a) Traffic Cost

(b) Traffic

Figure 9: Variation of Traffic cost and Traffic with β.
Akamai Trace. We use delay budget equal to 10 seconds for this
trace. Figures 7 (c) and 7 (d) shows the overall comparison of various
aggregation approaches for the Akamai trace. Similar to the results
for Twitter trace, we can see that iCAPP results in 50% to 81%
reduction in traffic cost as compared to CTS and NTS. In comparison
to CCTS, iCAPP results in 20% to 69% reduction in traffic cost. iCAPP
also results in 10% to 56% reduction in traffic as compared to other
approaches. Across all approaches, iCAPP simultaneously leads to
least traffic cost and least traffic. The reasons for reduction in traffic
cost and traffic are same as in Twitter trace.
Comparison with Optimization Model. Since the optimization
model proposed in §4 is impractical and not scalable for use in a
real system, we use the optimization model to solve path provisioning and delay budgeting problems on an aggregate level, i.e.,
considering the entire data stream as one key (using the average
arrival rate of the stream).
For appropriate comparison, we do the same for the iCAPP heuristic. Figure 8 show the traffic cost and traffic incurred by the iCAPP
heuristic (normalized with respect to the corresponding metric for
optimization model) for both Akamai and Twitter trace for three
aggregation networks. It can be seen that the iCAPP heuristic incurs
traffic cost and traffic within 1% of that incurred by the optimization
model across all networks for both traces. This shows that the iCAPP
heuristic can achieve near-optimal performance.

Impact of delay budget distribution β on traffic cost. In this
experiment, we analyze the variation in traffic cost for one of the
keys for different values of β between 0 and 1 as shown in Figure
9. For each β, we compute the best solution for path provisioning
using iCAPP. The minima for the traffic cost and traffic are achieved
at β = 0.75 and β = 0.5 respectively. This again reinforces the fact
that minimizing traffic does not necessarily lead to minimization of
traffic cost. Moreover, the traffic cost at β = 0.75 is 14% and 40%
lower than that at β = 1 and β = 0 respectively. Similarly, the
traffic at β = 0.5 is 38% and 25% lower than that at β = 1 and
β = 0 respectively. This shows that the minima for both traffic and
traffic cost are achieved by distributing the delay budget between
edge and transit rather than always allocating it entirely to edge or
transit. Similar conclusions hold true for other keys in the Twitter
trace but omitted due to space constraints.
Impact of transit selection on traffic cost. In this experiment,
we analyze the variation in traffic cost for one of the keys for
different transit selection scenarios as shown in Figure 10. For
each transit selection scenario, we use the optimal β computed
using iCAPP. It can be seen that the scenario where the cheapest
common transit (Virginia (VA) or Ireland (IR)) is selected gives the
lowest traffic cost as compared to other scenarios which include
selecting any of the costlier transits as the common transit, selecting
10
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Variation of optimal β with the number of destinations. In
this experiment, we consider an aggregation network consisting
of one transit and 10 edges. The number of destinations are varied
from 1 to 30. Figure 11b shows the variation of optimal β with the
number of destinations for different arrival rates. As the number
of destinations increases, the optimal value of β decreases. This is
because the transit-destination cost becomes dominant with the
increasing number of destinations. Thus, pushing more aggregation
at the transit helps reduce the total cost. Note that the optimal β is
never equal to 1.
Figure 10: Traffic cost variation with transit selection. Lowest traffic cost is achieved by selecting the cheapest common
transit (VA or IR).

a common transit for a few edges and co-located transits for the
other edges, or selecting the nearest/co-located transit for every
edge. Similar conclusions hold true for other keys in the Twitter
trace but omitted due to space constraints.

6.5

(a) Varying input arrival rate.

Variation of optimal β

Figure 12: Optimal β versus arrival rate and delay budget. Optimal β increases with increase in arrival rate and delay budget.

Using the synthetic trace (§6.2) and iCAPP for computing the optimal β, we analyze the following:
Variation of optimal β with the number of edges. In this experiment, we consider an aggregation network consisting of one
transit and 3 destinations. The number of edges are varied from
1 to 30. Figure 11a analyzes the variation of optimal β with the
number of edges for different arrival rates. When there is just one
edge, optimal β = 1 (full aggregation at the edge) since there is
no gain achieved by aggregating the data stream at the transit. As
we increase the number of edges, initially, the optimal β decreases
because the reduction in transit-destination cost due to partial aggregation at the transit outweighs the increase in edge-transit cost.
After a certain number of edges, the optimal β goes on increasing
because now even though it is beneficial to partially aggregate the
data streams at the transit, the increase in edge-transit cost becomes
dominant. Also, note that the optimal β is never equal to 1 except
when the number of edges is just 1.

Variation of optimal β with the input arrival rate. Figure 12a
shows the variation of optimal β with increase in arrival rate for
an aggregation network comprising 8 edges, 1 transit and 3 destinations. The optimal β is low for low arrival rates because the
edge-transit cost is going to be low for such data streams and hence,
it is beneficial to perform more aggregation at the transit. As the
arrival rate increases, the optimal β goes on increasing so as to
reduce the edge-transit cost, thereby, reducing the total traffic cost.
Variation of optimal β with the delay budget. Figure 12b shows
the variation of optimal β with increase in delay budget for an aggregation network comprising 8 edges, 1 transit and 3 destinations.
For a fixed arrival rate at the edge, as the delay budget increases,
optimal β also increases. This is because a higher delay budget gives
more opportunity for aggregation at the edge (incurring higher
delay), but this opportunity has diminishing returns beyond a point.

6.6

(a) Varying #edges

(b) Varying delay budget.

(b) Varying #destinations

Figure 11: Variation of Optimal β with the number of edges
and destinations. Optimal β first decreases and then increases
with the increase in the number of edges while it continuously
decreases with the increase in the number of destinations.
11

Adaptation to dynamism

Since dynamics in both workload and resource availability are
common in WAN environments, we now analyze how well AggNet
performs in the face of such dynamics by emulating variable stream
arrival rates and a link failure. We consider an AggNet deployed
over 8 edges, 2 transits and 3 destinations. All the edge-transit
and transit-destination links have equal unit cost except the links
from Transit-2 to all destinations which are 4 times costlier than
other links, so that all edges are assigned to Transit-1 by the iCAPP
heuristic. We set the adaptation parameters mentioned in §5 as:
△λ = 10%, △p = 10 mins, △c = 1%, △b = 10%.
Figure 13 shows the performance of AggNet in a dynamic environment for a synthetic trace which has varying arrival rates. As
shown in the top subfigure, the arrival rate is initially low but as
time progresses, the arrival rate increases until a point after which
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Figure 14: Average solution time (per key) for iCAPP decreases with increasing γ and increases with increasing R.
For γ = 0.05 and R = 0, iCAPP’s computational overhead is
modest (below 100 ms) while its solution is within 1% of the
optimal solution.

of the changes in the bandwidth availability. As a result, the static
approach leads to loss of data from Edge-7 during the period R2.
These results show that adaptive iCAPP can efficiently adapt to
changes in workload and resource availability.

6.7

Convergence and Computational Overhead
of iCAPP

The hill-climbing algorithm in iCAPP has two important parameters: step size γ and number of random restarts R. In order to select
the γ and R for our experiments, we take the following approach.
We vary R from 0 to 5 and for each R, we vary γ from 0.0025 to 0.05.
Then, for each pair of (R, γ ), we use iCAPP to solve the path provisioning and delay budgeting problem for both Twitter and Akamai
traces on an aggregate level (as we did in §6.3 for comparison with
the optimization model). We find that the traffic costs computed by
iCAPP for all the (R, γ ) pairs are within 1% of the optimal traffic
cost computed by the optimization model10 (similar to our finding
in §6.3). We conclude that although the hill climbing algorithm used
by iCAPP can theoretically get stuck in a local minimum and does not
guarantee a global minimum, it is able to converge to a near-optimal
solution in our experiments over real datasets. We demonstrate the
tradeoff between the solution time and the choice of parameters in
Figure 14, using the Twitter dataset as an example. We find that as
we increase γ from 0.0025 to 0.05 while keeping R fixed, the solution
time continuously decreases. We do the same for each R from 0 to 5,
and we find that the solution time increases as R is increased, while
keeping γ constant. For R = 0 and γ = 0.05, iCAPP computes the
final solution for every key in less than 100 milliseconds on average
and hence, iCAPP’s computational overhead is modest. This makes
iCAPP practical for real system deployments.

Figure 13: AggNet in a dynamic environment.The adaptive
iCAPP heuristic is fast enough to adapt with the changes in
arrival rates and resource availability.

it again starts decreasing. The duration of continuously changing
arrival rates are marked by region R1 in the figure. In region R2,
we emulate a link failure (the link between Edge-7 and Transit-1).
We consider two strategies using the iCAPP heuristic: (1) adaptive,
which periodically recomputes the transit selection and optimal β
by considering the recent arrival rate information gathered from
all the edges and the bandwidth availability on all the links, and (2)
static which computes the transit selection and optimal β only once
at the beginning assuming the arrival rate and bandwidth availability remains constant. The second, third, and fourth subfigures
in Figure 13 show the optimal β values, the normalized cost, and
the fraction of records aggregated by each strategy in the presence
of these variations. It can be seen that in region R1, the static approach continuously sets a lower β as compared to the adaptive
approach and thus, incurs up to 40% higher traffic cost as compared
to the adaptive approach. We note that the adaptive heuristic is fast
enough to adapt quickly with the changing arrival rates. Further, in
region R2, when Edge-7 is not able to send traffic to Transit-1, the
adaptive strategy identifies such a bottleneck and shifts the Edge-7
to the second option, Transit-2. This results in a higher traffic cost
due to the loss of the cheapest transit for Edge-7, but there is only a
short period of data loss/backup. The static approach, on the other
hand, is not able to shift Edge-7 to Transit-2 since it is not aware

7

RELATED WORK

Stream Processing Systems. Due to increasing demand for stream
processing systems, a number of distributed stream processing systems [3, 12, 36, 37, 48, 72] have been developed in the last few years,
providing low latency and high throughput. They are primarily
meant for intra-data center environment where the bandwidth is
not constrained. Our work focuses on geo-distributed environment
where the WAN bandwidth is both scarce and expensive. We utilize
very large step sizes (γ > 0.05), iCAPP’s deviation from the optimal solution
starts increasing and hence, we restrict the γ to 0.05.
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Apache Flink, one of these stream processing systems, for efficiently
processing the data streams at each edge, transit and destination.
Geo-distributed Data Analytics (GDA). A major portion of the
prior work on GDA has proposed techniques for efficiently processing batch workloads in geo-distributed environments. Yugong [28],
Pixida [34], Iridium [54], Tetrium [29], Clarinet [66], WANalytics
[67] focus on reducing WAN bandwidth consumption while also
minimizing query execution time in the context of batch analytics.
Kimchi [50] is a recent cost-aware GDA system which explores the
traffic cost-performance trade off but is only applicable for batch
workloads. Kimchi proposes a stage-by-stage optimization and assumes that later stages do not contribute significantly to the total
cost. But as we show in this work, this assumption does not hold
true in case of streaming workloads.
For wide-area streaming workloads, JetStream [55], AWStream
[73], and ApproxIoT [69] trade off accuracy with bandwidth consumption. These works are cost-agnostic and hence, can significantly inflate the bandwidth usage cost as we show in this work.
Furthermore, these works assume that it is generally beneficial
to route the data streams from the edges to its nearest DC or a
common DC but we show in this work that this may not be the
best choice. Finally, these works assume that it is always beneficial to perform maximum aggregation at the first stage i.e. at the
edges. Our work shows that performing a portion of the aggregation at the later stage (i.e. transit) can be more beneficial. Sana [32]
focuses on multi-query optimization for streaming analytics in a
wide-area environment so as to minimize WAN consumption and
is also cost-agnostic. Moreover, techniques such as quality degradation, sampling and multi-query optimization proposed by some of
the above mentioned works compliment our proposed techniques.
Aggregation. Aggregation forms a prominent component of data
analytics. Existing work has looked at aggregation from diverse
perspectives. CoopStore [19] propose techniques for minimizing
error in approximate aggregation queries subject to memory constraints, while Gan et al. [20] uses statistical moments to speed up
approximate aggregation queries. GRETA [52] and COGRA [53] propose algorithmic improvements to optimize real-time event trend
aggregation. FiBA [61] proposes usage of finger trees for sliding
window aggregation over out-of-order data streams. LIGHTSABER
[62] presents a streaming engine for exploiting both parallelism
and incremental processing for efficient window aggregation on
multi-core processors. All of the above mentioned works optimize
different metrics such as error, memory usage, query execution
time etc. within a single centralized data center environment where
WAN bandwidth is not a constraint. On the contrary, our work
focuses on minimizing traffic cost in a geo-distributed environment
with constrained and expensive WAN bandwidth.
Kumar et al. [38] propose a TTL-based aggregation mechanism
for geo-distributed streaming analytics. It provides a theoretical
basis for relating delay with WAN traffic which we use a foundational building block in our problem formulation. Heintz et al.
[25, 26] study tradeoffs between delay, traffic and accuracy in the
context of windowed grouped aggregation for geo-distributed environment. These works consider a simple hub-and-spoke model for
aggregation and are cost-agnostic whereas we propose aggregation
networks which perform aggregation over a general multi-tiered
edge-cloud topology in a cost-aware manner. Aggregation has also

been studied in sensor networks [56] which focuses on energy efficient data aggregation to enhance network lifetime while we focus
on a different delay-traffic cost tradeoff in a WAN environment.
Query Optimization. Query optimization is a widely studied topic
in relational databases [8, 9, 14, 43, 44, 58]. The relevant literature
covers techniques for optimizing general relational queries with
the main goal of minimizing the query execution time for databases
in intra-data center environments where network bandwidth is
homogeneous and sufficient. On the contrary, our work specifically
focuses on optimizing the aggregation-based operators with the
goal of minimizing the traffic cost in a geo-distributed streaming
environment where WAN bandwidth is scarce and expensive.
Relationship to Network Flow. While on the surface our problem may appear similar to network flow [18, 22, 33], transshipment
[27], and other related problems [15, 74], our problem is very different from these problems. The main reason is that flow conservation
does not hold in our problem, while flow conservation holds and
is key to solving network flow and other related problems. In our
problem, the amount of outgoing traffic flow is smaller than the
incoming traffic flow due to data aggregation. Further, the reduction
in flow is non-linear and is a function of several variables like the
arrival rate of keys, duration of aggregation, etc. This makes our
problem very different from the prior work.
Relationship to Content Delivery Networks (CDNs). Our work
on aggregation networks is different from the existing work on
CDNs [17, 42, 49]. CDNs route data (i.e., web and video content)
from the cloud where the data originates to user devices via edges
and transits. Aggregation networks have exactly the opposite flow
of data: from user devices to the cloud via edges and transits. Further,
unlike CDNs, aggregation networks provide a non-linear reduction
in the traffic flow from edge to the cloud. However, the real-time
live video streaming architecture of a CDN is often also a multitiered network [6, 35, 42, 60] of "entry points” where stream enters
the network and "reflectors” that play the role of transit nodes to
relay the stream to the edges that in turn serve user devices.
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CONCLUSION

We studied aggregation networks for streaming workloads in the
context of traffic cost minimization. We identify the various opportunities for reducing the traffic cost such as selecting cheaper and
common transits for as many edges as possible and also distributing the delay budget between edge and transit in an intelligent
manner. We provide optimization-based and heuristic algorithms to
minimize the traffic cost of aggregation, while obeying resource constraints and the delay budget. Our extensive evaluation shows a 47%
to 83% reduction in traffic cost compared to existing approaches.
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